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Nissan Whistleblower Applauds TN GOP for Scrutinizing Spending, Will
Attend RNC Debate in DC as a Voice of the Disenfranchised Moderate

Sharyn Bovat, the relocation consultant to Nissan board member Carlos Tavares,will be
attending the RNC debate at the National Press Club in the nation’scapital tomorrow. She'll
also spend time in DC seeking publicity for what she calls "abattle for human decency against a
Good ole Boy network."Bovat has been jailed 3 times after she became a whistle blower (Court
Case # gsc3714). In an interview with Coolsprings.com after her first arrest Bovat said she was
arrested in retaliation for telling Carlos Tavaresabout problems at Nissan. Since June 4th 2009
Bovat has blogged about discrimination and wasteful spending of taxpayer money. Bovat a
former republican research worker became a democrat in the mid nineties recently rejoined the
Republican Party after the TennesseeGOP made a public stance on the need to monitor
spending of taxpayer money given to corporations. Bovat a fiscal conservative and social
moderate will launch a new blog www.respecttherino.comOn January 4th to be a voice of those
in the party that are considered political centrist.

Franklin, TN (PRWEB) January 3, 2011 -- Sharyn Bovat, the middle Tennessee relocation consultant assigned
to manage the move of Nissan board member Carlos Tavares in spring of 2009 (Court Case # gsc3714), was
first arrested in July 2009 at the Nissan North America headquarters. Bovat says, “The arrest was in retaliation
for my whistle blowing because I told Carlos Tavares about a ‘Good Ole Boy network’ that dominated Nissan
Human Resources.” Bovat claims discrimination against women and other problems she told Mr. Tavares about
are being addressed and recently published a new global code of conduct. Bovat attributes the changes to her
whistle blowing.

According to a recent article in the Tennessean the state of Tennessee spent millions relocating NISSAN and
other companies to TN and some of the funds were given without oversight. Now Tennessee GOP legislatures
are asking for transparency of the spending of taxpayer money. This is good news for Sharyn Bovat who has
complained of bad spending of taxpayer money given to Nissan to relocate its corporate HQ to Tennessee.

In an interview with Coolsprings.com Bovat says that she asked Nissan HR if certain spending was OK and
was told it was by HR. Bovat gave us an example of frivolous spending saying “In 2008 I was asked to find a
spa for a VP to have oxygen facials and I thought that was a bad use of taxpayer money.”

On Bovat’s blog she rants about “wife flight” which she says is the wife of an executive getting a business class
ticket each month out of a cost center created for relocation expenses. This cost the Tennessee taxpayers over
80,000 a year. Bovat says “even while those working at Nissan endured a corporate travel ban the spouse still
enjoyed the ‘big seats’ up front.”

Bovat says she’s a fiscal conservative/social moderate and they are nicknamed “RINO Republicans” and
recently they have been considered "lessor" members of the party. Bovat's attending the RNC debate to learn if
the party of Lincoln will be accepting of those with mindsets that are considered centrists. Bovat believes the
election of a new RNC Chairman is important for it will dictate the future of the party. At a recent Sarah Palin
book signing a few miles from her home in Franklin, Tennessee Bovat noticed that not one of the people
waiting in line to meet the former Alaskan Governor were Black, Asian, Hispanic or Jewish. Bovat says “the
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lines were long and it was obvious who the Palin demographic was” adding “I talked to ½ dozen people that
were very kind and cared about America but none had a college education”.

Bovat fears that the party is becoming more extreme and less open to diversity. Bovat also fears that the Tea
Party’s philosophy of slashing all government spending could lead to a longer economic recovery for America
saying “Innovation in creating green jobs and a commitment to education is important for American success &
energy independence; it’s the key to shifting the economy in the forward direction.”

Bovat hopes to hear at the RNC debate that the so called RINO’s are welcome in the Republican Party but says
if not that’s OK. She’s heard about a new movement called “No Labels” and that group is next on her list to
communicate her message of “respect for all people” and that includes whistle blowers.

To learn more about Sharyn Bovat’s arrests:

http://www.coolsprings.com/news/nissan-whistleblower-arrested
www.sharynbovat.com
www.nissanwhistleblower.com
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Contact Information
Sharyn Bovat
615-415-6675

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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